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The Transformation of a
Recent Japanese New Religion

Õkawa Ryðhõ and Kõfuku no Kagaku

Trevor ASTLEY

Over the last five years Kõfuku no Kagaku has been one of the most promi-
nent among the newer Japanese religious movements. Its leader, Õkawa
Ryðhõ, proclaims himself to be the rebirth of the Buddha, citing as proof
the astonishing number of books he has written. This paper traces the orga-
nizational development of Kõfuku no Kagaku, the evolution of its teach-
ings, and its shift to active involvement in sociopolitical issues.

THE YEAR 1991 SAW the sudden rise to prominence of a hitherto
obscure new religious group known as Kõfuku no Kagaku aSuD¿

(lit., “the science of happiness,” but also known in English as “The
Institute for Research in Human Happiness” [IRH]).1 Founded in
October 1986 by Õkawa Ryðhõ ØëNÀ, a self-proclaimed reincarna-
tion of the Buddha, Kõfuku no Kagaku reported a phenomenal
increase in membership, saw enormous sales of its publications, and
enjoyed extensive media coverage of its activities. At the same time,
however, it began attracting increasingly harsh criticism from scholars,
the popular press, and other religious groups. Such controversy
(hardly unusual for such a rapidly expanding New Religion), coupled
with the polemical views and distinctive oratory style of the leader,
insured that few people in Japan remained ignorant of the group. 

Kõfuku no Kagaku has remained in the news, most recently
because of its ³erce criticism of Asahara Shõkõ and Aum Shinrikyõ,

* The author expresses his appreciation and thanks to Kõfuku no Kagaku, who made it
possible to write the present article through their generous and open support. In particular,
mention should be made of the time and energy afforded him by Mr. Satake during the
time of his ³eld research in 1991–1992, and more recently by Mssrs. Oikawa and Yanai in
Tokyo, and Mr. Yaita in London.

1 Kõfuku no Kagaku transcribes its name as “Kofuku-no-Kagaku” in its English-language
literature. For the sake of editorial consistency, “Kõfuku no Kagaku” has been used in this
article.



dating back to 1990. Despite the attention paid to the group in Japan,
however, there has been very little information in English apart from
a number of newspaper and magazine articles.2 The present paper is
an attempt to redress this imbalance by providing a basic framework
with which to understand the development of Kõfuku no Kagaku dur-
ing its ³rst decade. To this end I shall, ³rst, offer an outline of the
leader, the organization, and the membership, and, second, trace the
development of the group, looking at the transformations that have
taken place in its organizational structure, teachings, and participa-
tion in society at large. 

The Founder

Õkawa Ryðhõ3 was born Nakagawa Takashi _ëN4 on 7 July 1956 in
Kawashima-chõ, Tokushima Prefecture on the island of Shikoku, the
second son of Nakagawa Tadayoshi _ëb– and Kimiko p{. From an
early age he was pushed by his ambitious father to “aim for the top,”
but his career at elementary school did not bode well, especially when
compared with that of his brother, Tsutomu j, four years his elder.

2 Most reports in the English-language press in Japan have concerned the litigation
between the group and the publisher Kõdansha (an issue we will deal with below). A typical
general treatment is Mari Yamaguchi’s “Rise of Ultranationalist Religion Alarms Japan,”
Asahi Evening News, 24 October 1991. Articles in the foreign press include Robert Thomson’s
“Japan Bows to a New God,” Financial Times, 7/8 December 1991; Ella Tennan’s “Prophet
Motive,” Far Eastern Economic Review, 2 March 1995, pp. 34–35; and Maggie Farley‘s “Japan
Sects Offer Personal Path in Rudderless Society,” Los Angeles Times, 26 March 1995, pp. A10,
A13. Academically, Mark MULLINS wrote brieµy on the group in the context of the Neo-New
Religions and the New Age (1992, pp. 239–40); Ian READER mentions Õkawa Ryðhõ in a dis-
cussion of the New New Religions (1991, p. 234); and Jeffrey SOMERS outlines Kõfuku no
Kagaku in the context of Japanese New Religions in Britain (1994, pp. 69–73).

3 Accounts of the life of Õkawa Ryðhõ and the early development of Kõfuku no Kagaku
can be found in NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, ARITA 1991, YONEMOTO 1991, SHIMADA 1991 (pp. 11–40),
SHIMADA 1992b (pp. 4–93), and YAKUSHI’IN 1991. Since much of the basic information is the
same, I have tended to rely on NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, a text Kõfuku no Kagaku identi³es as a reli-
able, “neutral” work. SHIMADA 1992b (pp. 4–62) presents three articles that ³rst appeared in
the September, October, and November issues of the journal Shðkan gendai, plus an inter-
view concerning Shimada’s relationship with Kõfuku no Kagaku. The rather bizarre, yet fas-
cinating, book by YAKUSHI’IN has a useful chronological table (1991, pp. 235–38) as well as
reviews of some 110 of Õkawa’s books, with publication dates (pp. 184–222). Hayakawa
Kazuhiro fëÉc, a journalist responsible for three rather problematic articles in the scan-
dal magazine Friday, has also published three booklets in the popular “Chase” series: Õkawa
Ryðhõ no shõtai ØëNÀu±¿, no. 75, October 1991; Õkawa Ryðhõ no abunai hanashi
ØëNÀu[qJÊ, no. 79, January 1992; and Kõfuku no Kagaku ga kieru hi aSuD¿R

ÌNšÕ, no. 89, February 1992.
4 His adopted name, now referred to as his holy name (hõmyõ Àe), was arrived at by

replacing the character for naka _ (middle) with õ Ø (great) to get Õkawa Øë (great
river), and by adding hõ À (Dharma) to the Sino-Japanese reading of his given name to get
Ryðhõ NÀ.
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While still at elementary school he and his brother were lectured by
their father on topics as diverse as the Bible, and the Zen kõan collec-
tion Mumonkan, and Marxist thought. His dream was to become a
scholar or a diplomat; realizing his mediocrity, he would study until
late at night, using an unheated outbuilding during the winter. By
dint of such effort he reached the top of his class. 

He had a prodigious appetite and soon became quite obese, weigh-
ing 60 kilograms when still only 143 cm. tall (some suggested that he
become a sumo wrestler, but he later failed the physical examination).
Hopeless at sports, he would pray for rain the night before swimming
classes so that he would not have to endure the embarassment of hav-
ing others (especially girls) see his body.

In March 1975 Õkawa left for Tokyo to take the entrance exam for
Tokyo University, armed with thirty kilograms of books. He tells of
arriving at Tokyo Station and standing there at a loss, not knowing
how to get from there to the university. He failed the exam on his ³rst
try (something that tormented him into his early twenties), but after a
year of hard study managed to “slip in” to the Liberal Arts Division.
Social adjustment during the ³rst year was not easy—he tells, among
other things, of writing parcel loads of love letters to a girl, only to
have his advances rejected in a single message of reply.

His daily routine as a second-year student, a time he refers to as
“the ³rst stage in the ‘awakening of wisdom’,” was modeled after that
of Kant, whom he held in great respect. At 3:00 PM he would take an
hour’s walk, composing poetry. At about 5:00 he would visit the local
bathhouse, where he would spend an hour reµecting on his day. On
the way home he would stop for a cheap meal, then buy two books at
a local bookstore. From 8:30 until 9:00 he would read, then have a
drink of Japanese tea before starting on a book of philosophy.

After two years in the Liberal Arts Division he chose to major in
politics and entered the Faculty of Law in April 1978. After his third
year he took a year off, at the end of which he took and failed the
judicial examination and the examination for higher-level civil ser-
vants. Now in his fourth and ³nal year he had to decide on his future.
Since his marks were not good enough for him to enter graduate
school, he decided to accept the offer from the trading company
Tõmen. He duly entered the company after graduating in spring 1981
and was assigned to the foreign exchange department at the head
of³ce in Tokyo, as was customary with the elite among the new
employees. Already, though, his life had started to take a new direction.

On 23 March 1981, prior to entering Tõmen, Õkawa had the expe-
rience that was later to be described as his “Buddha Enlightenment”:
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I was suddenly struck by the feeling that somebody was trying
to speak to me. I hurried to get a card and a pencil. My hand,
which held the pencil, started to move as if it had its own life,
and wrote “Ii shirase, ii shirase” (good news, good news) on one
card after another. When I asked who was speaking, my pencil
signed “Nikkõ” Õö; it was [Nichiren Shonin’s disciple] Saint
Nikkõ. (NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, p. 65)

Communication from Nikkõ ceased by the 30th, a week later, when
the ³rst message from Nichiren himself was communicated: “Love
others, nurture others, forgive others” (ÕKAWA 1991a, p. 254). These
three ideas would later form the basis of Õkawa’s teachings on love
(see p. 366 below).

One night in June, Õkawa writes, the spirit of Takahashi Shinji
¢ï=µ, the founder of the New Religion GLA, informed him of his
vocation to found a new religion. At this news, Õkawa continues, a
friend from his hometown, Yoshikawa Saburõ 3ëXÁ, rushed to
Tokyo. Yoshikawa subsequently became one of Õkawa’s most impor-
tant followers and aides. From the following month the spirits, which
had hitherto communicated via automatic writing, started to speak
through Õkawa. An impressive array of famous spirits spoke, from
Kðkai, Shinran, and Confucius to Jesus Christ, Moses, and Nostra-
damus. Yoshikawa Saburõ and another friend, Tomiyama Makoto
)[ ¼ (who acted as interviewer to the spirits), taped the proceed-
ings. Later such recordings would be transcribed and reworked into
publishable format.

In August l982, shortly after he had turned twenty-six, Õkawa was
transferred to New York for training. He successfully completed an
English course at Berlitz Language School and went on to New York
University for study in international ³nance. He gave up, though, his
inferiority complex apparently intensi³ed by the presence of a Taiwan-
ese woman in the class who, though Asian like him, spoke µuent
English.

What Õkawa describes as the “second stage in the ‘awakening of
wisdom’” took place around this time. His intellectual inferiority com-
plex dissipated as he reµected on the knowledge he had amassed
from the more than three thousand books he had consumed one
after another, “like a silkworm devouring mulberry leaves.” He
returned to Tokyo after a year in New York and was put in charge of
negotiations with some twenty banks. The following March he was
transferred to Nagoya.

His book-reading continued unabated, and by the summer of 1985
he had passed the four thousand mark. Thoughts of all kinds “spewed
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forth like water from a spring.” His inferiority complex transformed
itself into a smug sense of superiority. On 15 August he published his
³rst book, Nichiren Shõnin no reigen Õ¥¸^u‘í,5 using Yoshikawa
Saburõ’s name to avoid problems with his employers. Between then
and the following June, when he ³nally decided to quit his job, Õkawa
published a further four collections of spiritual messages, from Kðkai,
Jesus Christ, Amaterasu-õ-mikami, and Socrates. 

At work he was gaining something of a reputation, and various
rumors began to circulate. Former colleagues report that he would
claim to see spirits that were possessing others, and even offer to exor-
cise them. In June 1986 various high spirits advised him to retire from
the company, and he made up his mind to devote his life to God’s
truth. On 15 July 1986, shortly after his thirtieth birthday, he left
Tõmen, and in October established Kõfuku no Kagaku to help ful³ll
his divine mission to secure “salvation for all humankind.” He was
now free to concentrate on relaying the messages from the spirit
world, which were coming with increasing frequency. Over the next
four years he published an enormous number of these spiritual mes-
sages, held seminars and lectures on his teachings, and gathered a
nucleus of followers around him. In addition to his channeled mes-
sages Õkawa was putting out an increasing number of works on reli-
gious, philosophical, and moral issues in an attempt to consolidate
the doctrinal basis of what was to become his religion.

The Organization

On 7 March 1991, some four and a half years after its establishment,
Kõfuku no Kagaku was granted legal recognition. Organizationally, it
is fashioned on the pattern of a regular Japanese corporation. Under
Õkawa is a board of directors (rijikai 7ªl), followed by a number of
divisions (kyoku &) containing, in turn, various departments (bu H)
and, below them, sections (ka W). Interestingly, Õkawa is referred to
as the president (shusai üì) of Kõfuku no Kagaku, reµecting the
early view of the group as a research institute; he is not called
“founder” (kyõso îH) or anything else indicative of his religious sta-
tus, as one would normally expect of the leader of a Japanese religious
group.

In addition to this vertical ordering of the organization, there are
also vital lateral links provided by groups like the Senior Division,

5 Later renamed Nichiren no reigen. Many of the books were “compilations of spiritual
messages,” known as reigenshð ‘íT in Japanese.
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Middle Division, Women’s Division, the Youth Division, and the
Students’ Division.6 The various divisions are organized at regional
level and regular events are held, providing a forum for the members
to come together as part of a community and grow together in their
faith.7 For a movement that was initially based on propagation
through books, it has become a quite tight-knit community.

During 1990, as part of its application for legal status, the group
had bought land and buildings in Tokyo and also built a hall in
Tokushima Prefecture.8 Its operations seem always to be in a constant
state of transformation, as was the case in the latter half of 1991 when
I was carrying out ³eldwork on the group. Regional headquarters
(chihõ honbu G¾ûH) and branch of³ces (shibu †H) were being
established throughout Japan at the time: the forty branch of³ces they
had in the summer of 1990, for instance, had already grown to some
three hundred (though there has been a subsequent decline due to
restructuring and the effects of negative publicity).9 In terms of per-
sonnel, too, the dynamism of the group was very much in evidence,
with employees constantly receiving new responsibilities within the
organization as it expanded or rationalized.10

Not surprisingly, given its organizational structure and wealth, the
group is widely regarded as a mere business venture. The income gen-
erated through its publishing concerns alone is phenomenal, and
membership, lecture, and seminar fees, along with donations, add to
the group’s considerable wealth.11 This wealth allowed them to move
at the end of 1989 into sumptuous quarters in the heart of Kioi-chõ,
Tokyo (where in mid-1991 the monthly rent was a reported 25 million
yen) and to employ in 1991 about three hundred people (TBS
1991a). By choosing the most expensive location in Tokyo the group
was displaying its economic strength, a symbol of its newly acquired
status and “manifest proof” of Õkawa Ryðhõ’s identity as the Buddha
incarnate. It seems almost de rigeur for ambitious Japanese new reli-
gious groups to construct an ostentatious and expensive building;
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6 The English translations for the divisions, namely the Sõnenbu XæH, Chðkenbu
_ÇH, Fujinbu (^H, Seinenbu ÁæH, and Gakuseibu ¿´H, respectively, are my own.

7 Compare the organizational structure of Sõka Gakkai (MURATA 1969, pp. 142–43).
8 The Seichi Kenshð Dõjõ ¸GÓ@Šõ (Holy Ground Training Hall) was built in order

to meet the requirement of having “worship facilities” in accordance with the Religious
Corporations Law. The ceremony of completion was held on 16 December 1990.

9 Down to around one-hundred-plus in 1992–1993, according to Kõfuku no Kagaku
(Interview with Mr. Yaita, London Branch, 17 October 1995).

10 See the diagram of the organizational structure of Kõfuku no Kagaku as of 1 June
1991 in ARITA 1991 (p. 47).

11 In ³scal 1991 Õkawa was  one of Japan’s top one hundred taxpayers, with a tax pay-
ment of over 243 million yen (Daily Yomiuri, 2 May 1992, p. 2).



indeed, in 1991 Kõfuku no Kagaku had plans for a seventy-seven-story
headquarters in central Tokyo, which would have been the highest
building in Japan, at a projected cost of 300 billion yen.12 The plan
has since been shelved, with the current goal being to set up a num-
ber of practice centers across Japan to provide a regionalized focal
point for members’ training.

Overseas there have of course been several years of “unof³cial”
propagation by members taking up temporary or long-term residence
abroad to work or study, but the “real” organized campaign is only just
getting under way. In 1991 the plan was for the group to consolidate
its base in Japan during 1992 and 1993, while laying the foundation
for a concerted effort of propagation from 1994 on. The whole sched-
ule suffered a setback owing to the dif³culties of the early 1990s
(although the group may now deny this); now “Project Big Bang” aims
to establish the group as the number one religious organization in
Japan during the period 1994–96, then build the international base
required for its push to become number one in the world.13 Kõfuku
no Kagaku already has the personnel, facilities, and basic organiza-
tional structure in place overseas now. Kofuku-no-Kagaku USA is
headquartered in New York and has branches in Los Angeles, San
Francisco, and Hawaii; Kofuku-no-Kagaku Korea is centered in Seoul,
Ciencia da Felicidade do Brazil (Kofuku-no-Kagaku Brazil) in São
Paulo, and the Australian branch in Melbourne. Kofuku-no-Kagaku
Europe is based in London, where it also supports a Japanese New
Religions project at a research center since September 1994. Arrange-
ments with a UK-based publisher mean that Kõfuku no Kagaku will
soon also have an outlet for their main means of propagation. Major
changes notwithstanding, the overseas drive can be expected to gain
momentum during 1996, to be accompanied no doubt by a mush-
rooming of overseas branches.

The Publishing Link

In common with many other religious organizations in Japan, Kõfuku
no Kagaku set up its own publishing arm, Kõfuku no Kagaku Shuppan

12 The ³gure itself is not so signi³cant, apparently having been arrived at by multiplying
their membership goal, i.e., ³ve million, by the ¥60,000 ³gure that each member was
expected to donate (Nihon keizai shinbun, 7 September 1991, p. 36). The plan was outlined
in the June 1991 issue of Kõfuku no Kagaku (NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, p. 96). See also the interview
with Ozawa Toshio ·å2C, then head of the general headquarters (TBS 1991a).

13 Interview with Mr. Yaita, London Branch, 17 October 1995.
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(known in English as IRH Press Co., Ltd.).14 Not only does publishing
provide a religious organization with a primary means of propagation,
but in the case of a legally recognized group it can also provide a sub-
stantial source of revenue owing to the generous tax concessions grant-
ed religions under the Religious Corporations Law (shðkyõ-hõjin-hõ
;îÀ^À). As shall become apparent, Kõfuku no Kagaku’s strategy of
propagation through publishing has been particularly successful in both
regards.

Kõfuku no Kagaku’s emergence on the national scene in 1991 was
largely the result of its massive and well-coordinated advertising cam-
paign for two of its books and its subsequent clever exploitation of the
mass media. The two books that were the backbone of this campaign,
Ar„ no dai-keikoku §ñ2uØ¥² [The great warnings of Allah] and
Nosutoradamusu senritsu no keiji ÖÁÐñÈèÁìøu}½ [The terrifying
revelations of Nostradamus], came out in quick succession in January
and February. Each capitalized on the interest in prophecy and “the
coming apocalypse,” fueled by the onset of the Gulf War and the
attendant questions concerning Japan’s role in world security. The
nationwide advertising campaign utilized national television, national
newspapers and magazines, and even mobile billboards, while the slo-
gan “Jidai wa ima, Kõfuku no Kagaku” ´ÖvÄ, aSuD¿ [Now is the
age of Kõfuku no Kagaku] seemed to be everywhere (especially in
Tokyo, where it could be seen on small stickers in taxi windows, on
dirigibles, and on fans and other Kõfuku no Kagaku paraphernalia).
There was even a “Thank-you campaign” advertising the passing of
the ³ve million mark for combined sales of “Õkawa Ryðhõ’s double
best-sellers” within a half-year of publication. The books occupied the
top two places in the non³ction best-seller list for the ³rst half of
1991, according to Nippan ³gures.15 The advertising budget for the
year was several million dollars.16

Many major bookshops started setting aside an “Õkawa Ryðhõ
Corner” for the display of some of his one hundred and ³fty titles,
and of the group’s video and audio cassettes as well. Õkawa’s earlier
works were, by and large, the aforementioned “spiritual messages” of
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14 Although internally it was treated as a division (kyoku), Kõfuku no Kagaku Shuppan
has been legally separate since its establishment on 24 December 1987, when it was regis-
tered as a corporation. Some sources suggest that this separation only occurred after
Kõfuku no Kagaku’s assumption of religious corporation status.

15 Nippan is one of the main distributors in the publishing world.
16 Reports vary: estimates by advertising industry spokespeople for the 28 May–15 July

advertising campaign are in the region of two billion yen (Asahi shinbun, 30 July 1991, p.
29). Others report the same ³gure, but for the half-year to July (e.g., Nihon keizai shinbun, 7
September 1991, p. 36). 



such spirits as Kðkai, Socrates, and Jesus Christ. Later works sought
more to set out the teachings of the group and were frequently compi-
lations of lectures on a given theme. More recently, a number of his
lectures at major events have been transcribed and published as single
volumes, usually within just a few weeks of the event.

Both audio and video tapes were already abundant by 1992, by
which time CDs of Kõfuku no Kagaku music had also appeared. The
audio tapes date back to the very beginning of the organization,
recordings of main events having been made since the ³rst public talk
in November 1986.

According to group sources, the total number of Kõfuku no
Kagaku publications now stands in the region of three hundred, a
³gure that includes tapes and the small but growing number of books
by various Kõfuku no Kagaku devotees. About a hundred of the books
were written by Õkawa himself, although it should be noted that this
³gure excludes a number of the earlier works, many of which (about
³fty) were produced by outside publishers, and many of which are
going out of print. The total number of books actually written by
Õkawa probably comes to more than two hundred at present. A large
number of his more recent works (i.e., post-1990) have hit the
non³ction best-seller lists, and some of these have topped the million
sales mark. Besides the above-mentioned prophetic works, most
notable among these is Shin taiyõ no hõ G %°îuÀ [The “new” laws of
the sun], published in June 1994, which boasted sales of over 2.15 mil-
lion copies in little over a year and took just six weeks to go into its
twentieth printing. The 1993 Furankurii supiikingu [Frankly speaking]
was the third-best seller of the year in the non³ction section accord-
ing to Nippan, and has currently sold over 1.5 million copies. This was
translated into English and published in February 1995 under the
title Buddha Speaks.

Kõfuku no Kagaku at present claims sales of a staggering sixty mil-
lion works altogether. Although a signi³cant proportion of this is no
doubt accounted for by Õkawa’s more dedicated followers (who are
likely to have extensive collections of his works as well as extra copies
to pass on to friends as part of their propagation activities), the ³gure
does suggest the large number of people in Japan who have come into
contact with his work. In addition to the books and tapes there is the
monthly magazine Kõfuku no Kagaku, which dates back to April 1987,
and the glossy general interest monthly Za ribat‡ ¾%òØÎ¨2 [The lib-
erty], ³rst published on 31 March 1995. In September 1994 the orga-
nization released the full-length feature ³lm Nosutoradamusu senritsu
no keiji, based on the book of the same title and directed by Õkawa
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himself. An English version with subtitles has already been shown pub-
licly in Los Angeles and New York. Some videos of Õkawa’s lectures are
also subtitled in English, and there is an English-language journal enti-
tled the Monthly Message. The contents are quite different to those of
the Japanese-language monthly, reµecting the differing concerns of
overseas propagation.

Membership Figures

Kõfuku no Kagaku’s beginnings were modest, with a mere four mem-
bers at its start in 1986. At the end of the year the number had
reached 100. By December 1987 the membership was 1,700, and by
December 1988, over 4,000.

The year 1991, as mentioned above, marked Kõfuku no Kagaku’s
emergence as a mass movement. Earlier Õkawa had set a target of
50,000 “producers of happiness” for 1990; on 8 July of that year
Õkawa, noting that the organization had achieved its goal six months
ahead of schedule and now had 70,000 members, issued the Victory
Declaration (shõri sengen §2èí) announcing Project Miracle. The
three-year project targeted one million members by the end of
Miracle ’91, three million during Miracle ’92, and over ten million
during Miracle ’93. 

Kõfuku no Kagaku’s ³rst major event was the Birthday Festival,
held on 15 July 1991 at Tokyo Dome, one of Japan’s largest arenas
and best known as a baseball venue. There it was announced that as of
7 July 1991 Kõfuku no Kagaku had surpassed its prophesized target,
with 1,527,278 members. Õkawa went on to call for a membership of
over ³ve million by the time of the Lord El Cantare Festival on 26
December. He set further targets: ten million members by July 1992,
the entire Japanese population by the century’s end, and the whole of
humanity by some as yet unspeci³ed date. When the Lord El Cantare
Festival arrived it was announced that the goal had been achieved,
with a membership of over 5.6 million.17

Of³cial ³gures remained at the 5.6 million level for some time—
Kõfuku no Kagaku seems to have withheld ³gures from the end of
1991 until December 1994, when they released a ³gure of around 9
million. In April this had risen to 9.6 million, and in July 1995 to an
estimated 10 million (a ³gure approaching ten percent of the popula-
tion of Japan).
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It is perhaps appropriate at this stage to put these ³gures into per-
spective. First, as a general observation, it is only natural that a dynamic
and ambitious new religious group would want to project an image of
constant and rapid growth, and it is certainly not uncommon for such
groups to doctor their membership ³gures so that they appear to be
growing even when membership is constant or in decline.

Second, it is important to remember that in the case of Kõfuku no
Kagaku an important distinction is to be made between “full mem-
bers” (sei-kaiin ±l‚) and “friendship members” (shiyð-kaiin £ºl‚,
lit., “friends-of-the-magazine members”), the latter being no more
than subscribers to the monthly magazine. It is also possible that cir-
culation ³gures for the general interest magazine Za ribat‡ are taken
into account, and that book sales also ³gure in somehow; as a break-
down of the ³gures is not available it remains a rather grey area.18 To
illustrate how unreliable a guide of³cial ³gures are, let us recall that
in late 1991 Kõfuku no Kagaku was struggling to meet the target of
³ve million members by the Lord El Cantare Festival on 26 December.
In an interview on 17 December I was told that although membership
³gures were at that point around the two million mark, the method of
calculating membership was to be revised in order to reµect more
accurately the size of the movement. A few days later the two million
³gure was mentioned again during a televized interview with Õkawa’s
wife, Kyõko; the script for the narration had even been endorsed by
the group (TBS 1991b). Then a week later at the Festival the ³gure of
5.6 million members was announced, thus meeting the “prophecy” of
Õkawa. One suspects that the continued use of the 5.6 million ³gure
indicates a subsequent decline, or stagnation, in real membership
around the turn of the year, 1991–92, and that this ³gure provided
the base membership for the recent calculations.19

One further point that must be taken into account when assessing
membership ³gures is that we are talking about “members” and not
“believers” or “followers.” In keeping with the organization’s claim to
be an open society for the study of “God’s Truth”20 through the scien-
ti³c investigation into the meaning of happiness, membership can
have rather a broad and µexible meaning. So in a sense one can per-
haps claim that those who have “pursued the study of God’s Truth”
through Õkawa’s books, lectures, or videos are indeed “members.”
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18 See ARITA 1991, pp. 135–39, for interesting information on methods employed in
gaining new members.

19 According to ARITA, of the 1.52 million members announced July 1991, only some
200,000 were full members (1991, p. 68).

20 Kõfuku no Kagaku’s translation of shinri P7.



Judging by the level of participation in Kõfuku no Kagaku religious
and social events, however, I think a more conservative estimate, in
the region of 100,000–300,000 active members, is somewhat nearer
the mark, with possibly up to ten times this ³gure if one includes less
active members and those sympathetic with the group’s views. This
does, nevertheless, represent a phenomenal rate of growth for a
group that started with only four members in 1986.

Membership Composition

Little hard data is available on Kõfuku no Kagaku’s membership. This
is regrettable, especially since details of new members are stored on
computer at the organization. It would be interesting to know, for
example, the respective percentages of full members and friendship
members, as well as details like the occupations, previous religious
af³liations, and educational background of members. Despite the lack
of accurate ³gures I would like to brieµy consider some of these mat-
ters, since they provide vital clues to understanding the dynamics
behind this new religious movement. In the not-too-distant future
other researchers may be able to provide us with an in-depth study of
this aspect of the group.

According to the Kõfuku no Kagaku representatives I interviewed,
membership roughly reµects the composition of Japanese society. In
terms of gender this is certainly so, with a fairly even male-female
split. In terms of age, however, membership probably tends towards
the younger end of the spectrum, though not so overwhelmingly as
some commentators would suggest. The educational background and
the socioeconomic status of the members show a marked tendency
towards the upper end of the scale—there are a large number of pro-
fessionals, employees of top companies, and graduates from the top
universities, reµecting the appeal of the group as a whole and of
Õkawa (himself a graduate of Tokyo University) in particular. This
aspect was even more pronounced in the earlier stages when Õkawa
enjoyed a closer relationship with members.

In terms of religious af³liation, there is an estimated 70:30 split
between those with no previous af³liation and those with. Such a divi-
sion is probably not too far off the actual composition of Japanese
society, notwithstanding the very misleading national statistics pub-
lished annually by the Ministry of Education.21 Of the 30 percent or so

21 READER discusses of³cial statistics in light of the various surveys and also questions the
nature of religious behavior in Japan (1991, pp. 5–12).
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who do profess to previous religious af³liation, a majority (perhaps 70
to 80 percent) are from other New Religions. Most are former mem-
bers of Sõka Gakkai and Risshõ Kõseikai, while the remainder are
from Seichõ-no-Ie, Agonshð, Reiyðkai, GLA, etc. Those small num-
bers not from the New Religions generally came from the traditional
Buddhist sects, or to an even lesser degree from Christian and
Christian-related groups (including the Uni³cation Church, which
one may wish in any case to include with the New Religions). 

The suggestion is, then, that the majority of Kõfuku no Kagaku
members previously had little, if anything, to do with religion, and
that those who did tended to belong to other new religious groups. As
an interesting example of Kõfuku no Kagaku’s perception of its rela-
tions with the other New Religions, a rumor arose in February 1992
that either Risshõ Kõseikai would move over to Kõfuku no Kagaku en
masse or some of its leaders would leave, bringing their own followers
with them. Although this did not transpire, Kõfuku no Kagaku claims
that a number of higher members of Risshõ Kõseikai did indeed make
the move. Kõfuku no Kagaku also claims that Õkawa’s works are widely
read among Risshõ Kõseikai members, and that at least one instruc-
tor, upon reading Chinmoku no budda ¢†u[¼ [The silent Buddha],
was so impressed that he recommended it to his students.

As indicated, the above information is based on the educated esti-
mates of Kõfuku no Kagaku headquarters, and as such may not be
entirely accurate. From my own observations, however, the assessment
seems as faithful a representation as possible at the present moment.
Moreover, it strikes me that it is probably no less accurate than pub-
lished ³gures might be, and it does at least tell us how the group per-
ceives its own membership, an interesting fact in itself. Finally I would
suggest that the assessment is probably more applicable to the active
membership, although it should be noted that both full and friend-
ship members ³ll in a common membership application form.

Studying and Practicing “God’s Truth”

The pursuit of happiness in Kõfuku no Kagaku is carried out through
the study of God’s Truth as embodied in the written and spoken word
of Õkawa and the practice of the means he prescribes to this end. His
books cover not only discussions of cosmic truth and correct religious
practice, but also moral and ethical issues as well as more mundane
matters like how to succeed in life. Particularly in the earlier phase up
to 1991, the books acted as the “gateway” to Kõfuku no Kagaku and
then subsequently as the “pathway” to God’s Truth. Though the writ-
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ten word still retains a central role, Õkawa’s teachings are now widely
accessible through other media: his lectures and messages have been
on video since at least 1991, and more recently the major events are
transmitted live across Japan via satellite. 

In the following three sections I would like to examine several
aspects of Kõfuku no Kagaku’s doctrinal development over the past
decade. The ³rst section will show the transformation of Kõfuku no
Kagaku from a study group to a religious organization by tracing the
development of the entry requirements and study system. The second
section takes up the accompanying shift in Kõfuku no Kagaku’s teach-
ings and depiction of Õkawa’s spiritual status, providing insight into
the nature of the group’s cosmology and religious practices. The third
section discusses Kõfuku no Kagaku’s increasing involvement in social
and political issues, indicative of a shift from an inwardly directed to
an outwardly motivated social-action group.

From Study Group to Religious Organization

At present, becoming a full member of Kõfuku no Kagaku involves an
initiation ceremony at one of the branches. One takes “The Pledge of
Devotion to the Three Treasures” (sanki-seigan-shiki Xo½XÅ), which
is a vow of devotion to the Buddha (Õkawa), the Dharma (Õkawa’s
word), and the Sangha (Kõfuku no Kagaku) recited in front of the
object of worship (honzon û¨): a picture of Õkawa µanked to the
right and left by the inscriptions “Shaka Dainyorai” öZØØû and
“Kõfuku no Kagaku,” respectively. The new devotees then receive the
three basic sutras that are exclusive to full members: Bussetsu shõshin-
hõgo [ß±DÀB, Kiganmon tXk I, and Kiganmon II. To qualify for
this ceremony, only two conditions need to be ful³lled. Prospective
candidates must have been deemed suitable for full membership on
the basis of their impressions of Shin taiyõ no hõ, which they may write
in a small space provided on the application form. Or, having attend-
ed one of the group’s events, they may be recommended for member-
ship by an initiated full member. New members undertake the “sacred
obligations” to revere the three jewels of the Buddha, the Dharma,
and the Sangha; to seek daily one’s “correct mind”; and to cooperate
in the “construction of Utopia.” 

The initiation ceremony, which is replete with Buddhist under-
tones, is a relatively new innovation, and is a perfect example of how
the group has developed over the years from a “study group” to an
ostensibly Japanese Buddhist religious organization. Until it gained
legal status in March 1991, Kõfuku no Kagaku did not refer to itself as
a religious organization, but rather as a “graduate school of life” (jinsei
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no daigakuin ^´uØ¿Š), seeing its role as that of a high-powered
study group to investigate the principle of happiness through the
exhaustive study of Õkawa’s exposition of God’s Truth.

In contrast to the relative ease with which membership is now
obtained, in its early days Kõfuku no Kagaku restricted entry to those
who had the desire and capacity to study. In October 1986 a system of
membership by examination was introduced. Those seeking entry
were required ³rst to read at least ten of Õkawa’s books. They then
had to write their impressions in a rather large space on the applica-
tion form, along with such data as name, address, reasons for joining,
and previous religious af³liation. The answers were then studied by
Õkawa and, presumably, other of³cials, who decided whether to let
the applicant join. Those who failed could be reexamined only after a
waiting period of three to six months (NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, p. 47). With
entry so dif³cult, the members tended to be highly motivated and
receptive to the group’s ideas.

In these beginning stages the interest of most prospective members
was aroused by the spiritual messages, then deepened by the lectures,
which became the focal point for group activities.22 The ³rst public
talk (zadankai ãDl) took place on 13 November 1986 at Nippori
Kaikan before about 100 people, with Õkawa under the guidance of
Takahashi Shinji’s spirit. The ³rst public lecture meeting (kõenkai
“Ül)23 was held on 8 March 1987 at Ushigome Public Hall with an
audience of about 400 people under the guidance of Ama-no-minaka-
nushi-no-kami ú:_üP, the guiding deity of Taniguchi Masaharu
úShr, founder of Seichõ-no-Ie. Not surprisingly, GLA and Seichõ-
no-Ie members are said to have shown particular interest (NIJÐ ISSEIKI,
p. 56). At the lecture meeting, during which Yoshikawa Saburõ also
gave a talk, members of the audience are said to have witnessed a
number of spiritual happenings while Õkawa was addressing them.24

At the end of 1987 interest was such that the halls that had been
used, with capacities of around 1,000, could no longer accommodate
everyone. Although the lecture meetings were in principle open to
the general public, the membership system allowed the group to give
priority to the committed once demand exceeded supply. A non-
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sion groups of interested members often retiring to coffee shops after scheduled events
(NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, p. 48). The coffee-shop discussion group culture was undoubtedly instru-
mental in creating a basis for later social networking.

23 Kõfuku no Kagaku uses the term “lecture session.”
24 In the April 1987 issue of Kõfuku no Kagaku Õkawa mentions others’ reports of having

witnessed golden rays of light surrounding his body, of having seen ten ³ngers on one hand,
and so on (NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, p. 57).



member who wished to get in needed a recommendation from a
member; those who subsequently wanted to join would then, of
course, have to study Õkawa’s books (NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, p. 58).

In 1987 a system of training was set up for an elite group of mem-
bers, who had to pass a special test in order to qualify. At the end of
these residential training courses (kenshðkai Ó@l) there was an
of³cial exam on a set theme that required the writing of an essay; this
was marked extremely harshly by Õkawa himself, thus maintaining the
high standards.25 This naturally ensured the fervent absorption of
Õkawa’s thought through books and lectures. The ³rst of these courses
was held in May near Lake Biwa in Shiga Prefecture. The fact that
they were residential meant that a strong sense of identity and com-
mon direction developed. The group outgrew the courses by 1991,
although training courses as such still form an important part of its
activities.

To pave the group’s transition from a study group to a large-scale
organization, a program of graded quali³cation seminars (shikaku-
semin„ ¥°ÃçÒ2) was established, allowing for the attainment of ele-
mentary, intermediate, then advanced quali³cation. Thereafter it was
possible to attain the status of instructor, with examinations to be
passed at each stage.

During the group’s early period no overt program of propagation
was undertaken; the emphasis was on the study of God’s truth, and
growth occurred principally through the influence of the books, lec-
tures, and study program. In 1989, however, Kõfuku no Kagaku
underwent a big change. On the day of the Shõwa Emperor’s death, 7
January 1989, during the ³rst of a four-lecture series aimed at inter-
mediate and advanced members, Õkawa made an announcement that
would determine the subsequent direction of the movement: the “Uni³-
cation of Thought and Religion Declaration,” which, Õkawa said, had
been passed down to him from the God of the Earth, Lord Antonius. 

By the time these lectures had been published as Shinsetsu hasshõdõ
Oß %k±Š [The genuine eightfold path] on 25 April 1989, Õkawa
had received permission from the high spirits to commence propaga-
tion. It was at this time that the group introduced its friendship mem-
bership system, which allowed it to maintain the elitist element while
preparing for rapid expansion: people could join simply by subscribing
to the magazine, while existing members were elevated to the newly-
established “full member” status with its privileges of participation in
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restricted group activities.26 The lectures also increased in frequency
and were held around the country, marking a new departure, since
they had previously been largely limited to Tokyo.

On 11 November 1989 Õkawa announced the Start Sunrise Cam-
paign, which gave rise to Project Sunrise ’90. It was as part of this cam-
paign that Õkawa announced his above-mentioned goal of 50,000
“producers of happiness” by the end of 1990. Project Sunrise was to
have a signi³cant impact on the group’s study program as well as its
membership system (Kõfuku no Kagaku, February 1990, quoted in NIJÐ

ISSEIKI 1991, pp. 82–83).
On 26 November the ³rst National Uni³ed Examination in the

Study of God’s Truth (zenkoku tõitsu shinrigaku kentei-shiken 6³js
P7¿ÎÏ¢à) was held, with multiple choice replacing essays as the
mode of examination, con³rming the move towards a mass-oriented
system. Incentives were even introduced: those who did well could win
cash prizes, qualify for the advanced seminar, and have their names
appear in the magazine (NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, p. 85). This examination is
now held across the country every February. Further, the lecture
meetings, which had been essentially by invitation only, were now
more open to the public. A lecture held on 17 December 1989 at the
Ryõgoku Kokugikan Hall attracted an audience of 8,000. Information
about events was publicized in the entertainment magazine Pia, and
tickets were on open sale through commercial ticket agencies.

It was also during Project Sunrise ’90 that the membership system
changed to allow people to enter through the recommendation of a
full member. Even after a single lecture meeting one could apply for
membership by ³lling out a form then and there. Further innovations
like the Wake-up Campaign (in which members presented Õkawa’s
books to friends as part of the propagation strategy) also played a role
in laying the foundation for the rapid growth to come during Miracle
’91. Similarly, at the Birthday Festival in July 1991 a change in mem-
bership fees was announced: previously new members had been
required to pay an entrance fee of ¥3,500 and monthly dues of ¥2,000,
but now the entrance fee was discarded and the dues lowered to just
¥1,000.27

The overhaul of the system was completed when the quali³cation
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27 Although there is no longer any compulsory entrance fee, a ¥6,000 offering known in

Kõfuku no Kagaku as “nurturing happiness” (shokufuku 0S) is encouraged; similarly, mem-
bers are at liberty to offer more than the obligatory ¥1,000 in dues. One must also remem-
ber that since new full members receive the basic sutras upon entry it is only natural that a
generous offering be made.



seminars were replaced by the School of Angels (tenshi no gakkõ úqu

¿p) in August 1991. The school was centered in the local branches,
with classes being given by the instructors. More recently the group
reports that the scale of the operation has outgrown the facilities of
the local branches; the respective classes are now held in large public
halls to accommodate the hundreds or even thousands of partici-
pants.

Accompanying this gradual transformation from a small-scale study-
group setup to a large-scale organization was a similar transformation
in the content and emphasis of the teachings, not to mention in the
spiritual claims of Õkawa himself. I would now like to turn my atten-
tion to this crucial aspect of Kõfuku no Kagaku’s development.

Transformation from Spiritual Medium to the Buddha

Before an audience of over 40,000 at the July 1991 Birthday Festival,
Õkawa declared his status to the massed assembly:

The one who stands before you is Õkawa Ryðhõ, yet it is not
Õkawa Ryðhõ. The one who stands before you and speaks the
eternal God’s Truth is El Cantare. It is I who possess the high-
est authority on earth. It is I who have all authority from the
beginning of the earth until the end. For I am not human, but
am the Law itself. (ÕKAWA 1994, pp. 16–17)

He later beseeched all to have faith, leaving no one in any doubt as to
his identity:

Believe! Believe! Believe!
Believe in me!
Believe in the Eternal Buddha! (ÕKAWA 1994, p. 41)

Thus he con³rmed that he was now the incarnation of El Cantare, the
highest being in the ninth dimension (the highest spiritual realm that
governs this planet). El Cantare is, according to Kõfuku no Kagaku
cosmology, the “supreme grand spirit of the terrestrial spirit group.”
Part of this El Cantare consciousness had previously incarnated on
this earth as Š„kyamuni Buddha and as Hermes.28 We shall take up
these matters in greater detail later in this section.

Declarations like the above have long played a crucial role in
Kõfuku no Kagaku’s development, lending a dramatic effect to
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Õkawa’s public appearances, creating a sense of awe, and engender-
ing excited anticipation regarding his spiritual authority. They also
serve to demarcate the phases in his spiritual development as well as
in the strategy of the organization. Six months after the Birthday
Festival, at the Lord El Cantare Festival, he was to declare:

Believe! Believe! Believe!
Believe in the rebirth of the Nyorai!
Believe in the rebirth of the Buddha!
Believe in the appearance of the Eternal Buddha!
Believe in the one who expounds to you the Law of the remote

past!
Everything begins with believing.

El Cantare is the wish of mankind.
You have the divine mission to shape this wish!

Fight, Angels of Light!
Fight, Warriors of Light!29

Gather here, my disciples through karma!
The Savior’s command starts here.
Henceforth,
For the salvation of the whole of mankind,
or the construction of the new world,
We will have to make the utmost effort, will we not!

(ÕKAWA 1994, pp. 295–97)

The Lord El Cantare Festival was in many ways a pivotal event.
Whereas the July event had been more a self-congratulatory and
µamboyant celebration of the movement’s success, this one started
with a triumphant march around the µoor of the arena by the shishi-
funjin-bosatsu “{fh¬O (Lion-like bodhisattvas), members—more
than 700 in all—who had each brought over 100 people to Kõfuku no
Kagaku. The proceedings were conducted by the actress and Kõfuku
no Kagaku member Ogawa Tomoko ·ëF{, who also performed a
song. Behind the podium center stage was a large white staircase in
front of a massive photograph of Õkawa. Here Õkawa himself later
made his entry to a dramatic light and sound show in his familiar busi-
nessman suit to give his address.

At the December event the focus was directed more on Õkawa him-
self and the religious aspect of the group. Even Ogawa Tomoko’s
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overcome darkness through the propagation of God’s Truth—in other words, Kõfuku no
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one, fashioned in science ³ction, computer games, cartoons, and so on. For an account of
such warriors see NIIYAMA 1991. 



scheduled appearance to sing an ancient Greek song was hastily
dropped shortly before the event. In the ³rst part of the program,
after the obligatory fanfare for passing the ³ve-million-member mark,
the various divisions in turn took to the stage. The Women’s Division,
representing love or family harmony, appeared ³rst along with chil-
dren dressed as angels and ³gures dressed as Disneyesque characters,
to the accompaniment of nursery-rhyme music and clouds of bubbles.
Next the Senior Division, representing Shinto and indigenous culture,
appeared with the Seven Gods of Fortune to stylized Japanese music.
Finally the Youth Division appeared, symbolizing vigour and strength,
and perhaps the purity of youth in their clean-cut attire. These
Warriors of Light performed a rousing song titled Tsudoe, hikari no ten-
shi TN, Muúq [Gather, angels of light!] to the accompaniment of
what I would loosely describe as military music, punching the air with
gold, then—dramatically at the climax of the song—red, blue, and
white handkerchiefs.30

After the chanting en masse of the Shõshinhõgo, the second part of
the program was devoted to Õkawa. To the great surprise and delight
of the assembly (not to mention of the mass media, who had often
commented on the secular feel of Kõfuku no Kagaku events and the
leader’s “ordinary” appearance), Õkawa appeared in completely new
guise, backed by bright light and melodramatic music, from behind
the white veil across the stage. The assembled masses watched in awe
as he took to the podium, clad in a designer-created gold robe. His
head was adorned with a large golden crown, the distinct instability of
which was a cause for great concern (it was replaced by a steadier ver-
sion by the time of the next public event, on 2 February 1992). In his
hand he held a golden sceptre, marked, like the crown, with the ubiq-
uitous “OR” symbol.

This symbolism, and its implied con³rmation of Õkawa’s status as
the incarnation of the highest spiritual entity, can be viewed as an
attempt by the group to assert its identity as a religious movement and
to reaf³rm the universality of its belief system. Although much of
Kõfuku no Kagaku’s recent “theology” is informed by Buddhism, or at
least by Buddhist concepts and vocabulary, the group claims consis-
tency with the teachings of “all religious traditions,” of spiritualism,
and of science and philosophy. Let us here brieµy examine the cos-
mology and basic teachings of Kõfuku no Kagaku.31
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Kagaku believers towards religion and science with those of the Japanese public at large.



The three books that set out the basis of Kõfuku no Kagaku’s teach-
ings are Taiyõ no hõ °îuÀ (translated as The Laws of the Sun
[1991a]), Õgon no hõ üDuÀ (The Laws of Gold [1991b]) and Eien no
hõ ½æuÀ (The Laws of Eternity [1991c]). The Laws of the Sun explains
the group’s cosmological worldview (which is understood in terms of
a multidimensional universe), its view of the origin and nature of life,
and its view of history. The Laws of Eternity details the precise nature of
the multidimensional universe, and The Laws of Gold seeks to reconcile
Western and Eastern thought and religion. 

The opening chapter of The Laws of the Sun tells us that the universe
is governed by God’s Truth, which “represents God’s Mind, God’s Law
and the ever-transforming Life of God,” and which no human being
had hitherto mastered “as thoroughly as Moses, Š„kyamuni, or Jesus
Christ.” We learn further that the brilliant sun of God’s Truth has
unceasingly provided “unlimited light energy to humankind,” but on
occasion this light is prevented from reaching us by dark clouds, caus-
ing confusion in the human mind. It is at such times that a golden
ray—the light of salvation—emerges from “behind the thick clouds”
to deliver people from “the age of darkness.” Thus, after an “interval
of some two thousand years,” Õkawa has set out “with words of truth” to
reveal the “rising of the Sun of God’s Truth” in the contemporary age:

As the Sun of God’s Truth gradually rises, a great light will
glow from a corner of the earth. That very corner is the cho-
sen land, Japan. Therefore, many people will hereafter see the
Sun of God’s Truth rising in full radiance and grandeur with
Japan as the focal point. (ÕKAWA 1991a, pp. 9–10)

The “phenomenal world” inhabited by the human race is the three-
dimensional world of length, width, and height. Beyond this is the
“real world,” however, a hierarchically arranged multidimensional uni-
verse, the next step up in the hierarchy being the fourth dimension of
time. Spirituality is then added to give the ³fth dimension. Spirituality
is assessed in terms of “goodness,” and it is in the ³fth-dimensional
world that “good people” come together. The sixth dimension adds
knowledge of God; inhabitants of this dimension not only embody
goodness but also possess a knowledge of “Divinity” (ÕKAWA 1991a,
pp. 22–25).

Beyond the six dimensions are the higher levels of spiritual exis-
tence. The seventh dimension is that of altruism; inhabitants of this
dimension no longer live self-centeredly, but practice “love” in heart
and “service” in action. The eighth dimension adds mercy, the “will-
ingness of a higher graded person to give without reserve or discrimi-
nation” (ÕKAWA 1991a, pp. 26–27).
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The ninth dimension, which embodies the eight lower dimensions,
allows its inhabitants to go beyond the multidimensional world that is
bound by the magnetic ³eld in the Earth’s stratosphere. This dimen-
sion is therefore not restricted to the “terrestrial system,” but is “con-
nected to the spiritual worlds of other systems beyond our solar system.”
It is the task of the inhabitants of this dimension to “guide the terres-
trial spirit group in the evolution process of the Grand Cosmos.” 

It is from this ninth-dimensional world that the “personal gods”
and “fundamental divinities” of the world religions have incarnated
on earth. The “origin of Law” is entrusted to the spirits here (ÕKAWA

1991a, p. 28). This one Law of God is divided into seven colors of spir-
itual, not physical, essence, representing the differing natures of the
ninth-dimensional inhabitants. These colors are: Gold, representing
the Law and Mercy, and the color of the Buddha (Š„kyamuni in the
former age and Õkawa in the present age); White, representing Love,
and the color of Jesus Christ; Red, representing Righteousness or
Miracles, and the color of Moses; Blue, representing Philosophy and
Thought, and the color of Zeus; Green, representing Nature and
Harmony, and the color of Manu (the ³rst man in Indian mythology
and author of “The Code of Manu”); Purple, representing Order and
Propriety, and the color of Confucius; and Silver, representing
Science, and the color of Isaac Newton (ÕKAWA 1991c, pp. 182–85;
NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, pp. 106–107).

The tenth dimension, which adds creation and evolution, is the
highest realm of the terrestrial spirit group. It consists of Grand Sun
Consciousness, Moon Consciousness, and Earth Consciousness, which
are collectively responsible for the “4.5 billion years” of Earth’s history.
There are further dimensions above this tenth dimension, up to an
existence known as the Macrocosmic Grand Divine Spirit, which is
said to encompass as many as twenty dimensions (ÕKAWA 1991a, pp.
29–30). No spirit from the tenth dimension or beyond has incarnated
on earth, although Õkawa claims to have attained knowledge of the
fourteenth dimension and limited knowledge of dimensions above
this. Lord Antonius (who, as mentioned above, entrusted Õkawa with
the task of unifying all thought and religion) is part of the tenth-
dimensional Grand Sun Consciousness and imparts his will through
the ninth-dimensional El Cantare.32

32 This is apparently because only El Cantare is quali³ed among the ³ve bodies of the
ninth dimension to communicate with Lord Antonius. The explanation is somewhat convo-
luted and is probably the reason why this particular being no longer receives mention in
Kõfuku no Kagaku cosmology (ÕKAWA 1989, pp. 128–31; NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, pp. 70–72,
119–20).
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The ³rst ninth-dimensional Divine Spirit, El Miore, was created to
bring advanced animal life forms on earth, there having been formed
a nine-dimensional spiritual realm there.33 Other ninth-dimensional
spirits, such as Amor, Moria, and Therabim, also cooperated, and at
this juncture El Miore changed his name to El Cantare, “the Beautiful
Land of Light, the Earth.” This El Cantare was to incarnate as Hermes
in Greece 4,300 years ago and as Š„kyamuni in India 2,600 years ago
(ÕKAWA 1994, p. 44),34 while Amor came to earth in the form of Jesus
Christ 2,000 years ago, Moria as Moses over 3,000 years ago, and
Therabim as Confucius over 2,000 years ago. These were the “initial
four ninth-dimensional Divine Spirits” that inhabited the earth. The
³fth ninth-dimensional Divine Spirit was El Ranty, or Aal El Ranty,
from which the name Allah was later derived. Under his guidance, a
group of sixty million inhabitants of the planet Beta “traveled to the
Earth in a big µeet of space crafts,” landing by the Nile where the ³rst
Utopia was established—giving us the later legend of the Garden of
Eden (ÕKAWA 1991a, pp. 34–47). El Ranty subsequently removed him-
self to heaven where he joined the other four ninth-dimensional
Divine Spirits. It is also worth mentioning that El Ranty and Amor
were the principal guiding spirits of La Mu, “the great king of the
light of Mu,” the civilization that thrived in the Paci³c some 17,000
years ago before it ³nally sank into the Ocean 15,300 years ago. Some
of the survivors of Mu are said to have escaped to the Atlantic conti-
nent of Atlantis. La Mu, incidentally, was also to reincarnate later as
Š„kyamuni in India (ÕKAWA 1991a, pp. 199–202).

Here I will forego the task of further elucidating the cosmology of
Kõfuku no Kagaku. Suf³ce it to say that there are various “realms” that
parallel these dimensions, some equaling, or being contained within,
a given dimension, others overlapping two dimensions.35 The purpose
of incarnation on Earth is for “soul training,” through which a being
gains promotion or suffers demotion between the different levels.
With his innate superior knowledge of all dimensions above and
beyond the terrestrial spirit group, Õkawa is able to perceive the
nature and level of each spiritual entity; his placing of historical (and
mythological) ³gures within this multidimensional structure is a
source of great interest among Kõfuku no Kagaku members and

33 El Miore had already dabbled in a bit of creating in the three-dimensional world of
Venus, but his cross between plant and animal, resembling a “lily µower on two legs,” was
unable to communicate effectively with the nine-dimensional world.

34 Õkawa’s dating of Š„kyamuni varies between 2,600 and 2,500 years ago; he remains
inconclusive on the issue in the recently revised Shin õgon no hõ G %üDuÀ, 1995 (pp.
141–42).

35 See Table of Dimensional Structures (ÕKAWA 1991a, p. 293).
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media alike. For instance, in the Nyorai Realm (eighth dimension) he
places the various Archangels like Michael and Gabriel, as well as
Solomon, Aristotle, Einstein, Dainichi-nyorai (Mah„vairocana-
tath„gata), and Ame-no-minakanushi-no-kami. In the Bonten Realm,
which straddles the eighth and seventh dimensions, we ³nd Chopin,
Mencius, Amaterasu-õ-Mikami, and the Biblical ³gures Matthew,
Peter, and Mark (who has reincarnated in the present age as
Yoshikawa Saburõ, and formerly as Nichirõ Õµ, one of Nichiren’s
senior disciples). The Bosatsu Realm (seventh dimension) contains
Mozart, Henry Ford, and the apostles Paul and Luke, one step down
from their partners from the New Testament.36 Õkawa also gives past
life readings in his lectures, books, and the magazine; the Kõfuku no
Kagaku’s piece on Asahara Shõkõ’s past life as the famous thief
Ishikawa Goemon is an excellent illustration of this aspect of the
group’s worldview (see KISALA 1995).37

The teachings of Kõfuku no Kagaku seek to be universal, and are
treated as the direct revelation of God’s Truth handed down from the
higher spirits of the ninth dimension. Underpinning these teachings
are the four Principles of Happiness (Kõfuku no genri aSuã7),
which Õkawa also refers to as the contemporary Fourfold Path (shi-
shõdõ v±Š). The principles are Love (ai (), Wisdom (chi F),
Reµection (hansei ‚Ó), and Development (hatten nû) (NIJÐ ISSEIKI

1991, pp. 132–40). These teachings date back to the beginning of
Kõfuku no Kagaku, with Õkawa introducing the principles as basic
concepts in the very ³rst lecture meeting on 8 March 1987 and
expanding on them in subsequent meetings over the following twelve
months. These lectures, together with others on the principles of
enlightenment, Utopia, the mind, and the savior, were published in
1990 as the “Principles” trilogy: Kõfuku no genri [The principles of hap-
piness], Satori no genri ;™uã7 [The principles of enlightenment]
and Yðtopia no genri î2ÐÜ§uã7 [The principles of Utopia].38

The Principle of Love posits six levels of love, espoused in the
Theory of Staged Development of Love: love of instinct, love that
loves, love that nurtures, love that forgives, love as existence, and,
³nally, love of God, which is beyond the scope of the human mind
(ÕKAWA 1991a, pp. 111–19). The Principle of Wisdom is knowledge of

36 See tables compiled from The Laws of Gold and NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, pp. 112–18.
37 KISALA comments that “while offered as a response to the Aum Affair, this piece in fact

ends up giving us an interesting look at the beliefs of Kõfuku no Kagaku itself” (1995, p.
28). The original piece is in the Kõfuku no Kagaku edited magazine Oumu shinrikyõ boku-
metsu sakusen [Aum Shinrikyõ, destruction strategy], pp. 50–59.

38 The lectures on the four  principles of happiness are spread across the trilogy.
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God’s Truth, as seen in Moses’ Ten Commandments, Jesus Christ’s
teaching of love, and Š„kyamuni Buddha’s Eightfold Path. Õkawa
teaches a fourfold Staged Development of Wisdom. The Principle of
Reµection is merely the act of reµecting upon oneself and examining
one’s own life. It forms, however, the most essential and fundamental
part of Kõfuku no Kagaku’s daily practice, through which love and
wisdom can be realized. The Principle of Development is eternal self-
improvement, and is the total of the other three principles.
Development is the attaining of higher levels of love and wisdom
through self-reµection, and is achieved by following the Middle Way:
abandoning extremes of emotions through the practice of the
Eightfold Path.

In addition to the daily practice of reµection and the Eightfold
Path, praxis in Kõfuku no Kagaku revolves around the reading of the
basic sutras (the aforementioned Shõshinhõgo and Kiganmon) and
attending training courses, seminars, and the annual observances
(nenchð-gyõji æ_‘ª). The latter include Õkawa Ryðhõ’s Birthday
Festival in July, the Lord El Cantare Festival in December, and two fur-
ther major events at the vernal and autumnal equinoxes, which are all
invariably transmitted live by satellite across Japan. These are nowa-
days the only times when Õkawa makes public appearances, and the
precise dates of the two main events depend, no less, on the baseball
³xtures at the venue, Tokyo Dome. It is necessary to observe here that
the group is constantly developing, and thus constantly introducing
new practice and ritual, a process that has been gathering pace since
the change in emphasis and direction at the end of 1991 following the
Lord El Cantare Festival.

The source of all these teachings is, of course, the spiritual experi-
ence of Õkawa. As we have seen, this came to him at ³rst in the form
of automatic writing, and later, after three or four months, in the
form of automatic speech. By this stage Yoshikawa Saburõ had
appeared on the scene, followed by Tomiyama Makoto. These two
would participate in the channeling sessions as interrogators while
Õkawa would act as the spiritual medium (NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, p. 33).
The question of how the spirits of non-Japanese communicated with
him is explained in rather interesting fashion. Ninth-dimensional spir-
its such as Moses, Jesus Christ, and Confucius spoke in their native
tongues until they gradually adjusted to contemporary Japanese
(although Õkawa reported a noticeable foreign lilt in the accent
whenever these foreign spirits addressed him [TBS 1991a]). During
the period of adjustment the thoughts themselves were transmitted.
The Angels of Light of the Nyorai and Bosatsu Realms have a spiritual
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device called a Powertron “shining on their chests,” which absorbs
and ampli³es the Light of God (ÕKAWA 1991a, p. 57). This device also
allows them to perform the feat of simultaneous language translation.

As mentioned brieµy above, a great variety of spirits communicated
through Õkawa during this initial channeling phase. The universality
of God’s Truth was demonstrated by messages from representatives of
classical Western philosophy, Judaism, Chinese philosophy, Buddhism,
the Shinto pantheon, Western science, other Japanese New Religions,
and what is loosely termed the “New Age.” To name but a few:
Nichiren, Shinran, and Kðkai; Moses, Jesus Christ, Zeus, and Socrates;
Amaterasu-õ-mikami, Uchimura Kanzõ, Deguchi Onisaburõ, Taka-
hashi Shinji, and Taniguchi Masaharu;39 and Nostradamus, Isaac
Newton, Emanuel Swedenborg, and Edgar Cayce.

Although Õkawa had resolved to pass the messages of the more
than ³ve hundred higher spirits, he actually communicated those of
only some sixty spirits before the reigenshð series came to an abrupt
end during 1989 (NIJÐ ISSEIKI 1991, pp. 74–75). This coincided with
the Uni³cation of Thought and Religion Declaration of January 1989,
when he was given the order from the higher authority of Lord
Antonius to carry out the more important task of uniting the world’s
religions and thought. This meant the systematizing of his teachings,
as reµected in the publishing of works on the essentials of Kõfuku no
Kagaku teachings. These works no longer took the form of spirits
speaking through Õkawa—now he himself was speaking, and was free
with his newly granted authority to take on the task unimpeded.

The next signi³cant development occurred in 1991, a time when
Kõfuku no Kagaku started coming under some of the most damning
criticism of a Japanese religious group in recent years. Before describ-
ing this development let us take a brief look at some of this criticism.
It is signi³cant that the attacks came not only from the media and
from rival religious groups, but particularly from academia. It was at
this time that Shimada Hiromi of Nihon Joshi Daigaku became
embroiled in a bitter conµict with Kõfuku no Kagaku and (signi³cantly,
in view of recent events) appeared to take sides with their great rivals,
Aum Shinrikyõ.40 Asahara Shõkõ gained the respect of Shimada and
others because he, unlike Õkawa Ryðhõ, had not only undergone

39 According to SHIMADA the spirit of Takahashi descended nearly seventy times, giving
rise to sixteen volumes of spiritual messages, while Taniguchi’s spirit descended more than
twenty-seven times, resulting in ³ve volumes of messages (1992a, pp. 211–19).

40 Shimada was actually sued by Kõfuku no Kagaku for an article critical of Kõfuku no
Kagaku published 5 September in the October issue of Shðkan gendai (SHIMADA 1992b, pp.
4–25). Shimada gives details of Kõfuku no Kagaku’s reaction in SHIMADA 1992b (pp. 63–93).
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ascetic training but was actually familiar with the Buddhist scriptures
and doctrine. 

The essence of the criticism was that Õkawa had little knowledge,
let alone understanding, of the teachings he espoused, and that the
“spiritual messages” were faked. He was challenged to give evidence of
his purported spiritual powers. ASAHARA brought out a book belittling
his understanding of Buddhism, and of the Eightfold Path in particu-
lar (1991). Not surprisingly, when Kõfuku no Kagaku and Aum were
invited to a live television debate shortly after publication of the book
Õkawa declined to make an appearance. Of a number of critical
books to appear towards the end of 1991 and the beginning of 1992,
the two most cutting were what I can only describe as works of satire.
One was penned by a certain YAKUSHI’IN Tadashi (1991) and the other
was co-authored by YONEMOTO Kazuhiro and SHIMADA Hiromi (1992),
and effectively endorsed by a number of prominent scholars by virtue
of their inclusion in a list of “technical advisors.”41

Perhaps the most serious blow to Kõfuku no Kagaku, however, was
the so-called Friday Affair, named after the weekly scandal magazine
Friday, put out by the major publishing house Kõdansha. Kõdansha
came down particularly harshly on the group, publishing a number of
what Kõfuku no Kagaku considered libelous articles over the course of
several weeks. On 9 August an article appeared in the 23/30 August
combined issue of Friday giving details of Õkawa Ryðhõ’s alleged visit
to a counselor from whom he was supposed to be seeking advice on a
mental condition. It was a case of mistaken identity, however—in fact
Õkawa had had nothing whatsoever to do with said counsellor; the
journalist in question, Hayakawa Kazuhiro, seemed to have been
intent on concocting a sensationalist story. Kõfuku no Kagaku took
unprecedented action, the effects of which we shall discuss in greater
detail in the following section. Suf³ce it to say here that as a result of
this criticism and the fallout from the Friday Affair, Kõfuku no Kagaku
was forced to enter a period of consolidation not only of its organiza-
tion, but also of its teachings.

The effect on the teachings has been an increased incorporation of
religious practices from late 1991 combined with a marked move
toward Buddhistic thought and vocabulary. Õkawa’s process of trans-
formation from “spiritual medium” to “uni³er of religion and
thought” to “the Buddha” seems to have reached its fulcrum with the
announcement in April 1994 that the age of true teachings has
arrived, everything hitherto having been means (hõben ¾“) in prepa-

41 Õkawa Ryðhõ no reigen is in fact a parody on Õkawa’s alleged communications with the
spirit world (YONEMOTO and SHIMADA 1992).
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ration for this highest stage. A rash of books based on the Buddhist
teachings has appeared, and the organization’s basic works are under-
going revision in an attempt to eradicate the errors that gave rise to
the criticism of four years ago. Even the essential “Laws Trilogy” has
been revamped. Stopping publication of the spiritual-message series is
another obvious move in this direction.

Con³dent of its revised teachings, Kõfuku no Kagaku has over the
last year become more prominent again, attempting to take up where
it left off four years ago before external events forced its hand.
Increasingly from mid-1994 on, consonant with its mantle as the pur-
veyor of the true teachings, Kõfuku no Kagaku has actively con-
demned what it sees as heretical teaching in a self-proclaimed attempt
to lead adherents of false views to the truth as embodied in Õkawa’s
words. This most recent phase has also been accompanied by ever
greater involvement in social, moral, and political issues.

At this point I would like to consider the nature of this social and
political action, which we can view as an extension of Kõfuku no
Kagaku’s general strategy of gradually moving from the inside to the
outside (uchi kara soto e »Q˜‘ƒ) through a process of transforma-
tion. This will show, I believe, that the current attempt to raise its
pro³le in the social and political arenas does not represent a new
departure for the group, as they are trying to suggest, but is simply a
continuation of a strategy temporarily suspended in the wake of the
Friday Affair.

The Move towards Social and Political Action

As discussed above, Kõfuku no Kagaku embarked on a high-pro³le
propagation campaign at the beginning of 1991 and made extremely
skillful use of the mass media in advertising their name and events. It
was after the July event, with the massive publicity that accompanied
it, that criticism in the media—primarily the press—started to gather
pace. As we have seen, the publisher Kõdansha was one of the leaders
in this effort. Following the publication of the article on Õkawa in
Friday, Kõfuku no Kagaku took unprecedented action, with irate
members faxing and telephoning complaints to Kõdansha. The
of³ces of the company were in chaos for several days, with the fax
machines spewing forth message after message and the telephone
lines constantly blocked.42 According to Kõdansha, business was inter-

42 For Kõfuku no Kagaku’s view of the affair in the larger context of their conµict with
the media, see KAGEYAMA and OGAWA 1993. Rather perversely, the authors of chapter 2 argue
that Kõdansha’s claim that it was prevented from conducting business by the 55,000 or so
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rupted for ³ve days; Kõfuku no Kagaku was accused of having monop-
olized the company’s 295 telephone lines and 94 facsimile lines from
2 September to 6 September. High-pro³le members Ogawa Tomoko
and Kageyama Tamio “[W& were among those to set up the
National Association of Kõdansha Friday Victims (Kõdansha Furaid†
Zenkoku Higaisha no Kai “DçÝñ©Ï26³¼“éul),43 and day in,
day out from 2 September for several weeks the association demon-
strated outside Kõdansha. It also held rallies around the city calling
for the banning of Friday and the resignation of Kõdansha’s president.
These actions, which marked a radical departure for the group, were
widely perceived as signaling an alarming shift in Kõfuku no Kagaku
from study to aggresive activism.

Kõfuku no Kagaku also took legal action, ³ling suits in September
1991 against Kõdansha with the Tokyo District Court for defamation
of character on several counts. Kõdansha ³led a countersuit, claiming
compensation for disruption of business. The proceedings have been
long and drawn out and are still continuing, although the verdict is
expected in the near future. One might also mention that Kõfuku no
Kagaku has ³led separate suits against other parties for defamation of
character.

Suits were also ³led against Kõdansha by some 3,000 individual
Kõfuku no Kagaku members on the grounds of “mental anguish”
(seishin-teki kõgai soshõ ·PíN“Nâ), the argument being that the
defamatory misrepresentations in the various articles constituted an
injury to their faith. It is the ³rst time that the courts have been tested
in a case where members claim that their religious faith has been
impinged upon by defamatory remarks in the press. These cases,
when resolved, will have important rami³cations for the rest of
Japanese society, particularly the media, and also serve as an indica-
tion of what kind of society Kõfuku no Kagaku is aiming for as its
Utopia. Proceedings at the regional court level have already been
completed and the case now rests with the Tokyo High Court, which is
due to pass verdict in October 1995. Should the verdict go against the
litigators, they intend to take the case to the Supreme Court.44

Nevertheless, at the end of 1991 Kõfuku no Kagaku remained highly
newsworthy material as far as the broadcast media were concerned.

faxes over ³ve days is but a “trick,” since this works out to barely ³ve faxes an hour per
machine, hardly enough to disrupt business (pp. 50–51). For Õkawa’s attitude on the issue,
see the interview with him in Shðkan bunshun, 10 October 1991, pp. 34–39.

43 Kageyama was the chair of the association, Ogawa the vice-chair.
44 The Kõfuku no Kagaku side is explained in the 1995 manga Kibõ no kakumei dÝu¾f

[The revolution of hope], KÕDANSHA FURAID» ZENKOKU HIGAISHA NO KAI, ed.
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Programs included the ³rst live television interview with Õkawa
Ryðhõ, by the well-known commentator Tahara Sõichirõ (ASAHI

1991b);45 a live ³ve-hour television debate on contemporary religion
with academics, commentators, and representatives from Kõfuku no
Kagaku and Aum (ASAHI 1991a); and documentaries and reports on
Kõfuku no Kagaku’s latest activities.46 Interestingly, though, just a few
days after nearly all the commercial stations had reported at length on
the Lord El Cantare Festival, the plug was pulled on coverage of the
group. It transpired that the media had decided en masse to cut
Kõfuku no Kagaku from its agenda and stop acting as if it was an exten-
sion of the group’s public relations arm. From the beginning of 1992
there was comparatively little media treatment of Kõfuku no Kagaku,
apart from periodical updates in the press on progress in the court
proceedings with Kõdansha. This has started to change only recently.

In its latest stage, in which the true teachings have been revealed,
Kõfuku no Kagaku has engaged itself in what it terms “educational
action” (keimõ-undõ }ƒ±{), believing it to be its mission to teach
ethical behavior and distinguish true from heretical religion. Below I
shall outline the measures recently undertaken by Kõfuku no Kagaku
in terms of an active campaign of educating the public and setting up
action groups for carrying out this task.

One charge Kõfuku no Kagaku has consistently made in their
struggle against Kõdansha is that the Japanese press lacks the ethical
standards that should be guaranteed in a decent society. Though most
people were probably critical of Kõfuku no Kagaku’s actions against
Kõdansha,47 there can be no doubt that there was a certain ground-
swell of sympathy for the ideal it stood for. No doubt, too, the group’s
unwavering stance found sympathy in a society known more for apa-
thy than strength when it comes to public-minded action. In this light
it is not overly surprising that in November 1994 the Media Ethics
Research Group (Masukomi Rinri Kenkyðkai æÁ»çl7ÓÁl) was
set up to tackle the problem of loose ethics in the mass media, nor
that it seems to have attracted wide support. 

The catalyst for setting up this group was Kõfuku no Kagaku’s dis-
gust with the disregard of the law forbidding display of pubic hair in
the media. Ever since an “artistic” collection of full-nude portraits of
Miyazawa Rie in 1991 demonstrated the ³ne line between art and
pornography and fueled a debate over what the Japanese call “hair

45 The interview appeared in the December 1991 issue of Samsara. Kõfuku no Kagaku
says it is slightly different in content from the original. I have yet to compare the two.

46 Especially on the Kõdansha Affair, with Ogawa Tomoko receiving much attention on
the chat shows.
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nudes” (hea nðdo à§Ô2Ñ), the weekly magazines had taken it upon
themselves to be the arbiters of good taste. A perusal of any recent
copy of, say, Shðkan gendai is ample demonstration of the present situ-
ation. Thus during the autumn of 1994 Kõfuku no Kagaku instigated
a han-hea nðdo (anti-“hair nudes”) campaign to stop publishers from
violating this law. Demonstrations were held in Osaka and Tokyo, with
a reported 70,000 participants.48

Kõfuku no Kagaku has reserved its greatest energy, however, for its
³ght against Aum. This started even before 1991, when Õkawa branded
Asahara a frog in reference to the latter’s aquatic yogic feats, while
Asahara in turn criticized his rival for not having done any ascetic
practice or real doctrinal study. The fact that Aum stands accused of
preparing to assassinate Õkawa Ryðhõ (along with Ikeda Daisaku and
Ozawa Ichirõ, leader of the Shinshintõ) shows the depth of animosity
between the two groups.49

One aspect of the recent Aum Affair that is not so widely known is
the role that Kõfuku no Kagaku claims in the buildup to the sarin gas
attack. Apparently the witness to the 28 February kidnapping of
Kariya Kiyoshi was a Kõfuku no Kagaku member who was able to iden-
tify the kidnappers as members of Aum Shinrikyõ. Using its informa-
tion on Aum, Kõfuku no Kagaku lobbied both politicians and the
police to investigate Aum. At the same time they mobilized their rank-
and-³le and formed the Rescue Kariya Kiyoshi from Aum Shinrikyõ
Group, which held a demonstration in Tokyo on Saturday 18 March,
just two days before the 20 March gas attack on the Tokyo subway sys-
tem. Two mass meetings, each reportedly attracting 5,000 participants,
were held simultaneously in Kameido Central Park (near Aum’s Tokyo
training center) and Hibiya Park under the banner of “Emergency
Meeting in Pursuit of the Aum Shinrikyõ Problem.” After speeches
calling for both the release of Kariya and the investigation of Aum,
the assembled masses marched through the streets of Kameido and
central Tokyo respectively. Later, just over a week after the gas attack,
Kõfuku no Kagaku published a special-issue magazine on Aum.50 To

47 The actions were not only uncalled for, but they highlighted the contradictions inher-
ent in the group’s objectives (see EGAWA 1991b).

48 In January 1995 Kõfuku no Kagaku published a special-issue magazine, Sutoppu za hea
nðdo ÁÐËß¾à§Ô2Ñ [Stop the “hair nudes”]. See also the English-language handout The
Media Ethics Research Group Guide Book.

49 Mainichi Daily News, 24 June 1995, p. 2; Asahi shinbun, 19 June 1995, evening edition,
p. 1; Asahi shinbun, 4 July 1995, p. 27; Asahi shinbun, 10 September 1995, evening edition, p. 15.

50 Oumu Shinrikyõ bokumetsu sakusen. Details of the demonstration are given in an article
here (pp. 4–13). Prior to the sarin gas attack, Kõfuku no Kagaku was involved in the City
Residents Association to Solve the Aum Problem, and was active in Tokyo, Osaka, and else-
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what extent the group’s actions played a part in the events surround-
ing Aum’s downfall one cannot precisely say, but they do indicate its
ability to gather intelligence and mobilize action.

Here it is pertinent to mention Kõfuku no Kagaku’s involvement in
Japanese politics, as it was through their links with a prominent politi-
cian (Mitsuzuka Hiroshi X±N, currently the leader of the largest fac-
tion in the LDP and a Kõfuku no Kagaku member for three years)
that they claim they were able to inµuence the Aum investigation. The
roots of the group’s political activities may be traced back to at least
1993, when the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) lost its majority after
nearly forty years in power. A new government, formed in coalition
with the Kõmeitõ, ruled for almost a year, until the prime minister,
Hata Tsutomu, was replaced by Murayama Tomiichi in June 1994 with
the backing of the LDP, the Social Democrats, and Sakigake. 

The involvement of the Kõmeitõ (and consequently of Sõka Gakkai
and Ikeda Daisaku) in government had prompted debate on the issue
of the separation of religion and state, as embodied in Article 20 of
the Constitution. This ultimately led to the founding in May 1994 of
the Shigatsukai v½l, a group dedicated to reexamining the role of
religious belief in contemporary Japan.51

In December 1994 the Kõmeitõ joined with the Shinseitõ to form
the Shinshintõ. The Kõmeitõ’s prominent presence in this party con-
tinues to concern many Japanese. The concern is shared by Kõfuku
no Kagaku, whose position is further inµuenced by its view of Sõka
Gakkai as a heretical religion (jakyõ îî). Claiming that the country is
being “infected” by the Gakkai, Kõfuku no Kagaku set up The Asso-
ciation for the Protection of the Nation from Heretical Religions
(Jakyõ Kara Kokusei o Mamoru Kai îîQ˜³©¤!šl), which has
been in operation since early 1995. Posters have been put up outside
railway stations and other prominent places throughout the country
and leaµets handed out warning of the danger of allowing a Sõka

where handing out leaµets and making public announcements over loudspeakers condemn-
ing Aum for the Kariya kidnapping and other misdeeds. See the Daily Yomiuri, 19 March
1995, p. 2; Mainichi Daily News, 12 April 1995, p. 7.

51 More than sixty Diet members, including Murayama, attended the founding confer-
ence of the Shigatsukai in Tokyo on 23 June. Thereafter meetings were also held in Osaka
and Fukuoka. In October the Sõka Gakkai held their ³rst protest assemblies in Tokyo,
Osaka, and Niigata. At a meeting in November, at Tokyo Dome, they registered their oppo-
sition to the activities of the Shigatsukai (which many Gakkai members understand as mean-
ing “death to the Gakkai” [shi-gatsukai]), claiming religious oppression. For a summary of
events see “Sõka Gakkai o meguru ugoki” in the 1995 edition of Asahi nenkan, p. 339. For an
outline of political events of 1993–94, see TAKABATAKE 1994. See nos. 4, 7, 8, 10 and 12
(1994) of Jiyð for discussions of religion and the state, including the Sõka Gakkai problem,
and for more extensive treatment of the Sõka Gakkai problem refer to the Bukkyõ taimusu.
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Gakkai–backed Shinshintõ to assume political power.
Õkawa has actually targeted the Gakkai for some time, with momen-

tum gathering after July 1994 and particularly after 18 December
1994, when Õkawa gave a lecture at the Tokyo Dome spelling out his
criticism of the Gakkai. The lecture, entitled Eien no chõsen ½æu

„ì [The eternal challenge] was brought out as a book of the same
name on 25 February 1995. Published the same day was Sõka Gakkai
bõkoku ronS9¿lÓ³Ç [Sõka Gakkai, the ruin of the nation], followed
in June by Sõka Gakkai make-inu ron S9¿l;WÑÇ [Sõka Gakkai, the
loser], both of which were informed by former Gakkai members. 

When I visited Kioi-chõ, Kõfuku no Kagaku had guards on watch
and were reluctant to release certain information for fear of their
sworn enemies stealing a march on them. This fear may be misplaced.
While their criticism of the Gakkai in the sociopolitical spheres could,
arguably, be of concern to the Gakkai, Kõfuku no Kagaku’s broader
religious attacks are unlikely to have any impact. For some time
Õkawa has classi³ed all Nichiren groups, Sõka Gakkai included, as
heretical, based on the premise that Nichiren was mistaken in his
claim that chanting Namu myõhõ renge kyõ alone will bring happiness
and secure Buddhahood. The Gakkai seems to feel that these criti-
cisms are not worthy of reply, given its recent attempts to come closer
to other religions through the advocation of shõju Ú1 rather than
shakubuku ÛN, and its doctrinal stress on the Three Great Mystic Laws
(sandaihihõ XØ¸À).52

Another interesting product of Kõfuku no Kagaku’s “anti-heresy”
campaign is the manual Machigaidarake no shðkyõ-erabi ‰hRJg˜Wu

;î*z [Sorting out mistake-ridden religions], produced by the
Hikaku Shðkyõ Kenkyðkai ²º;îÓÁl at the beginning of the year.
This “manual for criticizing heretical religions” (jakyõ hihan manyuaru
îî−|æÓî§ó) takes up Aum Shinrikyõ, the Uni³cation Church,
Cosmo Mate, GLA, and the Jehovah’s Witnesses. Essentially it picks
out the main defects of each religion, and as such is very reminiscent
of the Sõka Gakkai’s Shakubuku kyõten ÛNîø [The shakubuku manu-
al] of thirty years ago.53 Although Kõfuku no Kagaku may present this
offensive against other religions as a new departure, part of the age of
true teachings in which mistaken religions must be purged, this is far
from the case. Already in 1991 criticism of other religions was quite
evident.54

52 See, for example, the section “Odaimoku sae tonaereba sore de yoi” PÛ‡[N−N›w

d›n—J [It’s alright if you just chant the daimoku] in SÕKA GAKKAI KYÕGAKUBU 1968.
53 See chapters 7 and 8, pp. 121–225 in the 1968 edition.
54 See the article “Tadashii shðkyõ, machigatta shðkyõ” ±^J;î%Djjf;î [Right

religions, wrong religions] in the January 1992 issue of Kõfuku no Kagaku (pp. 42–49). It is
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Kõfuku no Kagaku connections with the aforementioned LDP
politician Mitsuzuka Hiroshi are also worthy of note here. Last sum-
mer Kõfuku no Kagaku published the book Mitsuzuka Hiroshi sõridaijin
taibõron X±Nr7ØSÅÝÇ [Mitsuzuka Hiroshi for prime minister!],
holding a festival on 8 August in Hibiya Park to celebrate the occa-
sion. The idea was to support the LDP, but only on the condition that
Kõfuku no Kagaku member Mitsuzuka be made prime minister (their
intention was not, they made clear, to support the LDP or any other
political party per se).55 Since in the meantime Mitsuzuka’s chances of
becoming Prime Minister have evaporated with the appointment of
Hashimoto Ryðtarõ to the position of party leader, it will be interest-
ing to observe how events unfurl in the near future, especially should
the Gakkai-backed Shinshintõ gain power, as it has every chance of
doing in the not too distant future.

Epilogue

In the present paper I have attempted to provide a basic framework in
which to place Kõfuku no Kagaku and its leader. The group presents
us with a quite striking transformation, in a quite short period of time,
from what was essentially a study group concentrating on the pursuit
of an all-embracing (and very eclectic) truth, to a large-scale religious
organization showing increasingly activist and exclusivist tendencies.
Transformation is, of course, a natural part of the development of any
group, but the nature of that transition may differ greatly. Given
Kõfuku no Kagaku’s constant reshaping of its own history and doc-
trine (to a large degree in response to external forces), the task of
evaluating the dynamics of this new religious movement can be effec-
tively undertaken only on the basis of a thorough understanding of
these changes. This, I believe, requires a thorough investigation of the
motives, worldview, and authority of Õkawa Ryðhõ in light of his
thought and his personal development (issues which I have only been
able to touch upon brieµy in the present paper). 

Such an investigation might turn up some extremely telling clues
for unraveling the phenomenon of Kõfuku no Kagaku, clarifying not
only the role of other new religious movements (GLA, Seichõ-no-Ie,
Sõka Gakkai, Agonshð, etc.) in the group’s development but also the
nature and structure of Õkawa’s spiritual messages (which form the
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55 This was even reported in the UK press: “Japan’s politicians vie for sect votes,”
Independent, 22 September 1995, p. 13.



ultimate source of his authority). Such matters have already been
addressed extensively (though not academically) in some of the
Japanese sources used in writing this paper, and some of the informa-
tion that has turned up is quite intriguing indeed. For example, inves-
tigation into Õkawa’s background revealed in 1991 what until then
had been a closely guarded secret: that Yoshikawa Saburõ, Õkawa’s
“friend” and his assistant since the earliest days of Kõfuku no Kagaku,
was in fact none other than his father, Nakagawa Tadayoshi, whose ear-
lier career had taken in Christianity, Seichõ-no-Ie, and the Japanese
Communist Party. Õkawa’s other accomplice in the channeling ses-
sions, Tomiyama Makoto, turned out to be his elder brother, Tsutomu.

Similarly, study of his prophetic utterances in Nosutoradamus senritsu
no keiji and elsewhere reveals very little original interpretation of
Nostradamus. Examination of his alleged communications with higher
spirits suggests plagiarism on a grand scale, with the spirit of Nostra-
damus managing even to repeat a mistranslation from a popular
Japanese rendering of the Centuries. It is little wonder, then, that
Õkawa is anxious to keep his prophecies from the eyes of the rest of
the world:

This history of the future of which I speak must on no account
be broadcast to foreign countries until the time is ripe. You
must not let foreigners read it. You must not translate it. We
Japanese must keep it to ourselves. You must not translate this,
or its contents, into English, Chinese, or Korean. If you were
to do so, it would surely only heighten the fear.

(SHIMADA 1991, p. 19; SHIMADA 1992b, p. 14)

Given Kõfuku no Kagaku’s declared intention to expand overseas in
furtherance of its mission to secure salvation for all humankind, such
revelations should receive careful attention, hopefully motivating a
more thorough investigation in the near future.
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